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Abstract. Fault localization techniques are proposed based on the knowledge of software
system to improve the reliability of software system. In this paper, based on the decisive
factor of failed execution spectrum and the secondary factor of successful execution spec-
trum, two suspiciousness computation metrics FP3 and FP4 are proposed to compute
the suspiciousness of each statement to be the fault. Metric FP3 with different weights
for each part is also discussed. On the basis of our proposed suspiciousness metrics, a
software fault localization algorithm is designed to apply the above proposed metrics to
obtain statement ranking to assist effectively locating fault in software. Experiments are
conducted on the program with test suites of different types and sizes in the Software-
artifact Infrastructure Repository. The result verifies that our metrics are feasible and
effective for fault localization, that our metrics improve the examination rate 12.8% on
average over other methods, and that fewer statements need to be examined for fault lo-
calization. And the efficiency of locating fault of statement granularity is improved.
Keywords: Suspiciousness metric, Failed execution spectrum, Successful execution
spectrum, Metric-based fault localization

1. Introduction. Software testing is the most important way of ensuring the reliability of
software system, an artificial product, especially for software system in telecommunication,
banking, and electricity industry. During the software testing, some information of testing
such as execution trace for each test case is collected, and then fault can be diagnosed by
using the information. However, the expenditure of running all test cases is high and the
resource is limited in reality. Test case selection technique is designed to reduce the size
of test suite for the software system, especially for the large ones [1]. In addition, test
case prioritization technique is designed to improve the effectiveness of software testing
[2].

Therefore, based on the knowledge of software, fault localization techniques of differ-
ent granularity are proposed to improve the software reliability in the different phases of
the software test lifecycle, such as integration testing and module testing. Methods are
designed to measure the importance of functions in software network to improve software
stability [3, 4]. To further improve the efficiency of locating the fault of statement granu-
larity, program spectra-based suspiciousness metrics are designed to compute suspicious-
ness value of each statement to be the fault. For example, failed execution spectrum-based
suspiciousness metrics of WONG1 [5], Ochiai [6] and Zoltar [7] are designed. Since only
few test cases are failed ones, most statements are executed in successful executions but
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not in failed ones. And then the metric cannot work when this only decisive spectrum
decreases to zero.

So, several types of suspiciousness metrics are designed by using failed execution spec-
trum and using some other spectra as the decisive factors in suspiciousness computation,
such as metrics of WONG2 and WONG3 [5], and those of Sokal and HAN [8]. However, it
is unreasonable to assume that decisive factors have the same effect on the suspiciousness.
Therefore, the fault may have the low suspiciousness ranking.

Therefore, to improve the effectiveness and efficiency of fault localization, two new
suspiciousness metrics FP3 and FP4 are proposed by using failed execution spectrum and
successful execution spectrum as the decisive factor and the secondary factor respectively.
Metric FP3 with different weights for each part is also discussed. Then, a suspiciousness
metric-based fault localization algorithm is designed to use our proposed metrics FP3
and FP4 to compute suspiciousness of each statement to be the fault. Statements in the
software are ranked based on the suspiciousness, and then the statement ranking is used
to help the programmer locate fault. The fault localization algorithm with our metrics
FP3 and FP4 can decrease statements that need to be examined until the fault is located
for fault localization.

The organization of this paper is as follows. Section 2 discusses the preliminaries.
Section 3 proposes two suspiciousness computation metrics. A suspiciousness metric-based
fault localization algorithm is described in Section 4. Section 5 describes the experiments
on our proposed suspiciousness metrics for fault localization. Finally, we conclude our
work and give future work in Section 6.

2. Preliminaries. In this section, concepts of fault program, test suite, execution trace
spectra and program spectra are given.

Definition 2.1. Let {S1, · · · , Si, · · · , SN} denote a fault program Pf which contains one
fault or many faults that can be an error or bug, wherein the ith statement Si can be a
line of code or a block of code.

Definition 2.2. Let {T1, · · · , Tj, · · · , TM} denote a test suite of test cases to be executed
to test a fault program, where Tj is a test case. If the actual result of execution with Tj

is different from the expected result, a failed execution occurs with a failed test case Tj,
and the result rj denotes as 0. Otherwise, a successful execution happens with a passed
test case Tj. And the number of failed and passed test cases is denoted as Nf and Np

respectively.

Definition 2.3. Execution trace spectra are extracted from execution traces of program
running with test cases, which can be denoted as a two-dimensional structure {eij|1 ≤ i ≤
N, 1 ≤ j ≤ M}. The element eij indicates whether Si is executed or not in the execution
with Tj, which denotes 1 or 0.

Definition 2.4. Program spectra of anp(Si), anf (Si), aep(Si) and aef (Si) are defined with
{eij} to collect statistical information about program running of Si. The first subscript ‘e’
or ‘n’ indicates whether the statement is covered or not by one execution, and the second
subscript ‘p’ or ‘f ’ indicates whether the corresponding test case passed or failed. Failed
execution spectrum aef (Si) and failed non-execution spectrum anf (Si) are respectively the
number of failed executions in which Si is executed or not. And successful execution
spectrum aep(Si) and successful non-execution spectrum anp(Si) are respectively the number
of successful executions in which Si is executed or not. To simplify description, program
spectra are denoted as aef , aep, anf and anp for short.
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3. Suspiciousness Metrics Based on aef and aep. With failed execution spectrum
aef as the decisive factor and successful execution spectrum aep as the secondary fac-
tor, two new suspiciousness computation metrics FP3 and FP4 are proposed to obtain
suspiciousness of each statement to be the fault.

A main structure in a certain form is important to determine the performance of sus-
piciousness metric for fault localization. It is proved that the fault statement would be
covered by more failed executions and less successful ones in comparison to other state-
ments. Thus, aef is considered as the decisive factor and aep as the secondary factor.
If one statement is covered only by failed executions without any successful one, this
statement is considered the most likely to contain the fault. Therefore, aef is positively
correlated and aep is inversely correlated with the suspiciousness. Based on aef and aep,
the construction of aep-based fractional expression is emphasized with some spectra aef ,
aep, anf and anp to balance the influence between aef and aep on the suspiciousness.

Therefore, a new suspiciousness computation metric FP3 is proposed based on the de-
cisive factor aef and the secondary factor aep. As the decisive factor, aef is included in the
formula directly, which is positively correlated with the suspiciousness. The secondary
factor aep is expressed as a fractional expression. The numerator of this aep-based expres-
sion is aep. The sum of aef and aep, inversely correlated parameters of aep, is included into
denominator to reduce the influence of aep on suspiciousness. In addition, the numerator
aep is included in the denominator to further reduce the influence of aep on suspiciousness.
And subtraction operation is used to express that this aep-based expression is inversely
correlated with the suspiciousness. The suspiciousness of statement Si to be the fault
can be computed by the metric FP3, which denotes SUSFP3(Si) shown in the following
formula.

SUSFP3(Si) = aef (Si) −
aep(Si)

aef (Si) + anp(Si) + aep(Si)
(1)

where ‘F ’ denotes aef itself, ‘P ’ denotes the aep-based expression, and ‘3’ is the number
of spectra in the denominator of the aep-based expression.

In addition, metric FP3 with different weights for each part is respectively discussed.
Parameter α is introduced to increase the weight of aef in the metric, wherein α>1. Then
suspiciousness SUSFPα3(Si) of statement Si can be computed.

SUSFPα3(Si) = α·aef (Si) −
aep(Si)

aef (Si) + anp(Si) + aep(Si)
(2)

Similarly, to decrease the influence of the aep-based fraction on suspiciousness, param-
eter β (β<1) is used. Then suspiciousness of Si can be computed as SUSFPβ3(Si).

SUSFPβ3(Si) = aef (Si) −
β·aep(Si)

aef (Si) + anp(Si) + aep(Si)
(3)

As for the values obtained by above three formulas, the suspiciousness is monotonically
increasing with the decisive factor aef and decreasing with secondary factor aep. For the
sum of aep and anp is Np, anp decreases with the increase of aep. The suspiciousness
value is monotonically decreasing with anp. Since the numerator aep is included in the
denominator of the aep-based expression, the upper limit of the expression is 1. The aep-
based expression equals the limit when the sum of aef and anp is 0, namely both anp and
aef equal 0. When aef is nonzero, the suspiciousness mainly depends on aef . When aef

equals Nf and aep equals 0, the metric has the maximal value. Otherwise, when aef is
0, only aep plays the decisive role in computing suspiciousness, and the metric has the
minimal value when aep equals Np.

Based on the analysis above, even with α or β, the function monotony of each parameter
of aep, aef and anp and the suspiciousness value is not changed. And metrics with α or β
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have the same parameter value when having the same minimal or maximal values. As a
result, all above three formulas have the same performance.

When statement is not executed in failed execution with failed tests, the possibility of
statement to be the fault is increased in this situation. Therefore, a new suspiciousness
metric FP4 is proposed based on aef and aep, whose aep-based fraction is different from
that of FP3. Failed non-execution spectrum anf is included in the denominator of aep-
based fraction, which gives much less weight of aep to the result of suspiciousness. Using
the metric FP4, the suspiciousness SUSFP4(Si) of Si can be computed as follows.

SUSFP4(Si) = aef (Si) −
aep(Si)

aef (Si) + anp(Si) + anf (Si) + aep(Si)
(4)

FP4 has the same function monotony of aef , anp and aep as EP3, which have the same
relationship with the suspiciousness value. When aef equals Nf and aep equals 0, the
metric has the same maximal value. When aef is 0 and aep equals Np, the metric has the
same minimal value.

4. Suspiciousness Metric-Based Fault Localization Algorithm. A suspiciousness
metric-based fault localization algorithm is designed to illustrate the application of sus-
piciousness metrics FP3 and FP4 to assist locating the fault in a program.

For a given fault program, execution traces and results are recorded for test case run-
ning. Then, program spectra are extracted from the execution traces. Finally, the suspi-
ciousness of statements can be computed by using the suspiciousness metrics. All state-
ments are ranked according to the suspiciousness from high to low. The fault localization
algorithm is presented as follows.

Algorithm: Suspiciousness metric-based fault localization algorithm
Input : fault program Pf , test suite {Tj}
Output : sequence {Si1 , Si2 · · ·SiN} for each metric
1. For each test case Tj in {Tj}
2. Execute Pf with test case Tj

3. Gather execution trace
4. Compare actual result with expected result, and output rj

5. End For
6. Output statements {S1, · · · , Si, · · · , SN}
7. Collect Nf and Np of test cases with rj

8. Extract execution trace spectra {eij} from execution traces
9. For each statement Si

10. Compute program spectra anp(Si), anf (Si), aep(Si) and aef (Si) by using {eij},
Nf and Np

11. Compute suspiciousness SUSFP3(Si) of statement Si by metric FP3
12. Compute suspiciousness SUSFP4(Si) of statement Si by metric FP4
13. End For
14. Rank statements based on SUSFP3(Si)
15. Output sequence {Si1 , Si2 · · ·SiN} for metric of FP3
16. Rank statements based on SUSFP4(Si)
17. Output sequence {Si1 , Si2 · · ·SiN} for metric of FP4

As a result, a sequence of statements {Si1 , Si2 · · ·SiN} is obtained by the metric-based
algorithm, where ik is the statement number of Sik with the kth suspiciousness value and
N is the number of statements to be inspected. However, several statements may have the
same suspiciousness. In this case, with Formula (5), the medium number RankFP3(Si)
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will be computed as the ranking of these statements. And the bottom integral function
is used to compute the ranking when non-integer result is obtained.

RankFP3(Si)

=

⌊
{j|SUSFP3(Sj)<SUSFP3(Si)} + (N − {k|SUSFP3(Sk)>SUSFP3(Si)} + 1)

2

⌋
(5)

The programmer examines statements according to the sequence starting from top-
rank statements one by one until the fault is determined. To evaluate the performance of
metric for fault localization, the ratio of inspected statements is computed as examination
rate. And the examination rate E RateFP3(Pf ) of the fault program Pf with metric FP3
is given as follows, where Sfault is the fault statement.

E RateFP3(Pf ) =
SUSFP3(Sfault)

N
(6)

5. Experiment. Using the Software-artifact Infrastructure Repository (SIR) [6], exper-
iments are conducted under Fedora Core System. The suspiciousness metric-based fault
localization algorithm is realized by Java programming language, and the performance of
our proposed metrics for fault localization is compared with that of five previous metrics,
that is, aef -based metrics of Ochiai (OC) and Zoltar (ZOL), and spectra-based metrics of
Sokal (SOK), WONG2 and WONG3.

5.1. Experiment setup. Program “tcas” in SIR is provided with seeded faults, which
has 41 fault versions of different kinds. 35 versions are used to investigate how well our
metrics perform, which include the version containing one fault and the version with
executable fault statement. In addition, for the fault of the macro definition or array
definition, the version can be used when the suspiciousness of statement firstly using the
macro can be computed. With thousands of test cases, test suite of “Universe” type is not
suitable for application in reality. To verify the effectiveness and stability of suspiciousness
metric-based fault localization, test suites of four types “bigrand”, “bigcov”, “cov” and
“cov-extended” in SIR are utilized. Test suite of “bigcov” type is generated to achieve
branch coverage. Test suite of “cov” is generated to achieve branch coverage in the
minimal fashion, and the size is about 10% of that of “bigcov”. Test suite of “cov-
extended” is about half that of “bigcov”. With the same size of “bigcov”, test suite of
“bigrand” is generated randomly. Then, four groups of experiments are conducted by
using four test suites of each type, with only one type used in each group.

5.2. Experiment results and analysis. On the basis of statement ranking results with
four test suites of “bigrand”, the average examination rate of each fault version with each
metric is obtained, which is shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. The average examination rate of “tcas” with “bigrand” suites
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A small examination rate of the fault program with some metric is expected, because
fewer statements need to be inspected to locate fault. The experiments show that the
performance of FP3 with α>1 or β <1 is the same as that with α = 1 and β = 1, which
verifies the conclusion in Section 3. As a result, in this section, we only discuss FP3 with
α = 1 and β = 1. Our metrics outperform other metrics of OC, ZOL, SOK, WONG2 and
WONG3 with “bigrand” suites, and gain an average decrease of 20.3%, 19.7%, 11.1%,
11.2% and 1.4% respectively. The performance of FP4 is the same as that of FP3, which
is coincident with the analysis in Section 3. Metrics of OC and ZOL are completely
ineffective for versions 8, 13, 25, 39 when aef is zero. In contrast, our metrics can even
work well in this case. For example, with metric of EP3, the examination rate of version
25 is 11.6%.

With statement ranking result obtained by each test suite of “bigcov” type, the average
examination rate of each version with each metric is shown in Figure 2. Our metrics
decrease the average examination rate about 9.1% on average over the other metrics, and
up to 13.9% in specific case. OC and ZOL are ineffective for some versions when failed
execution spectrum is zero. Taking version 4 as an example, in comparison with OC,
ZOL, SOK and WONG2, our metrics gain an average decrease of 11.7%, 11.7%, 10.3%
and 4.5% respectively.
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Figure 2. The average examination rate of “tcas” with “bigcov” suites
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Figure 3. The average examination rate of “tcas” with “cov” suites

Based on suspiciousness ranking result obtained by four test suites of “cov”, the average
examination rate of each version with each metric is obtained, as shown in Figure 3.

With suites of “cov” type, metrics of OC and ZOL have the worst performance, which
are ineffective for most versions, such as versions 3, 4, 5, 6 and so on. However, our
metrics can even work well for these fault versions. Our metrics make the examination
rate smaller than that of other metrics OC, ZOL, SOK, WONG2 and WONG3. Our
metrics gain an average decrease of 39.9%, 39.9%, 1.8%, 1.8% and 1.3% respectively.
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Figure 4. The average examination rate of “tcas” with “cov-extended” suites

Table 1. Standard deviation of examination rate of each metric

EP3 EP4 OC ZOL SOK WONG2 WONG3
bigrand 0.238 0.238 0.360 0.363 0.255 0.254 0.240
bigcov 0.252 0.252 0.371 0.372 0.253 0.253 0.252

cov 0.253 0.253 0.292 0.300 0.250 0.250 0.248
cov-extended 0.254 0.254 0.384 0.386 0.255 0.252 0.254

Finally, statement suspiciousness ranking results are computed with four test suites of
“cov-extended”. Then, for each metric, the average examination rate of each version is
obtained as shown in Figure 4.

As shown in Figure 4, our metrics perform well with “cov-extended” suites. In contrast,
the performance of OC and ZOL is not stable. Our metrics outperform other metrics of
OC, ZOL, SOK and WONG2, and gain an average decrease of 20.7%, 20.5%, 10.5% and
10.3% respectively. In addition, our metrics even have better performance than WONG3
for versions 25 and 39.

To compare the stability of each metric for fault localization with suites of different
types, the standard deviation of examination rate of each metric on all fault versions is
computed as shown in Table 1. The standard deviation of our metrics is smaller than that
of other metrics with suites of different types, except for metrics of WONG with suites of
“cov” and “cov-extended”. And it is proved that our metrics have the stable performance
with suites of different types.

6. Conclusions. We propose two new suspiciousness metrics on the basic of aef and aep.
aep-based fractional expression is designed to reflect the influence of the spectrum on the
likelihood of each statement to be the fault. Then a suspiciousness metric-based fault
localization algorithm is designed to apply our proposed metrics to obtain statement
ranking for fault localization. Experiments show that the ineffectiveness of aef -based
metrics is solved. Fault mostly has the smaller examination rate with test suites of
different types by our metrics instead of other metrics, especially the type of “bigrand”.
Our metrics are insensitive to the type of suite, and fewer statements need to be examined
until the fault is located. It is possible to apply FP3 and FP4 to improving the effectiveness
and efficiency of fault localization.

In the future work, more emphasis should be put on the localization of multiple types
of faults, such as a fault in an assignment statement, a fault of missing partial code and a
fault in a condition statement. It should be considered how to use the data dependence and
control dependence information to improve suspiciousness metric-based fault localization
method of localizing these types of faults.
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